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ABSTRACT

6 in Edmonton, Alberta,participated in a study to determine the value
of simultaneous one-way television and group telephone conferencing
4(compared to conventional instruction) for' teaching LANDSAT imagery.
Results indicate that: 11).a!5-hourInstruction period is sufficient
'to train elementary school teachers to,teach their students to
interpret color 1 LANDSAT imagecy'op an introductory level for class
use; (2).there are small but significantAdifferences favoring male
over female students (in TV- telephone group) on an achievement test;
(3) some students appeat to emphasise color over pattern or shape id
interpreting color 1 LANDSAT imagery ground truth (suggesting that
teachers emphasise the role that pattern, color, and' shape plavin
ground-truth interpretation; (4) there iseconfusion among students in
distinguishing. snow and clouds in the LAND$AT imagery; and (5) that a
grid procedure test map is less precise than one-to-one brill testing',
or the marking of arrows or circles to identify features on LANDSAT
imagery. In addition, results of the achievement,test confirm -t

. previous research indicating that elementary.school students are
capable of working with LANDIAT"color 1 images. (JN)
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. A LANDSAT COLOR 1 IN- SERVICE TRAINING
PROGRAM FOR ELEMENTARY. SCHOOL TEACHERS
IAisiD THE MASS TESTING OF THEIR. 718. PUPILSt

"PERMISSION TO REPRODtkE THIS U. DEPARTMENT or mmeadmia.
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY tummy. INETITUTE OF EDUelMONby Kimono itOttCATIONSt. RES JRCES LFortmarto

tic Ki r rY) a and j Goldberg CENTER IERICI
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received front the person or orgoparetion
ononattng R.
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TO THE EDUCATIONAL %SOURCES
reproduction quality. ,

NFORMATIO,N CENTER *IOW Pointe of wen ervenions UMW in this doeu-

RIKSUMIE eons do nog necessarily relndberd official NE
posher or poky.

Les donhees ohtenues indiquent que Its instituteurs peuvelii aiprendre, en une
perioderelativement courte de fctrmation' pratique a ,enseigner les rudititents de-
l'imagerie LA AIDSAIT couleur I. Its recherches demontrent aussi existe tine
differenty sensible. auoique minime, entre Its eleves de sew masrulin et de sexe fehtiarar
des ecoles primaires dans /'interpretation des images. LANDSAr couleur 1. et
onfirment que ces eves peuvent travailler.ihr des images couleur I.

4:1
SUMMARY

wiTt

color imagery in a relatively short in-service training period. The research also
Data Whyte that e7ementary school teachers pain learn to teach about LANDSAT

provides evidence that there is a significant, likt.sniall, difference between' male and
feniale elementary school children in interpreting, LANDSAT color'' 1 images. and
confirms the ability of elementary. school children to work with color. I images.

LANDSAT imagery was the subject of a recent research project that attempted to determine
the value of simultaneous one-way television aflti group telephone corgerencing for teaching'.
['flirty teachers and 718 children in grades 4, 5 and 6 participated in the project; .making it the.

/largest elementary level LANDSAT instruction program undertaken.to date. The project was an
outgrowth of a previous project by the aufhors2.. arid the data cittd in this article was premed
September 10, 1980 as a supplementary report to the sponsoring agency.

Because of its relative, tiewnessii.ANQSAT imagery ,was the idedinstruction topic-Almoit
all the teachers were unfamiliar with LANDSAT imagery and were highly dependent upon. the
instructor and materials provided. The children also had no background for this topic. This last
item was critical since a major test of the in-service training program was the ability of thechildren
to interpret LANDSAT infra-red false color images after, their: teachers had taught them a
l'ANIAAT unit.

For purpows of evaluating the delivery system, the teachers were divided into two groups
orfifteen each. One group was in the city of Edmonton and received face to hie; instruction,
while the igher group of teachers using the TV-telephone procedure wit.4 located in Sherwood
Park. Alberta, a residential area just outside of Edmonton. Both groups received the same
instruction. by the same instructor and received identical materials. Each group received 14 hours

I M. rew.iih t r. 4% thsurni 11%, the losnotathe Pt oicds I untl. Aihertgt lkpar intent ofAdvanced 1ducation and Manpower.

l'toyrarn %cite. t:s I h% m
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of instruction within a'two week period: two 2-hour sessions the first week on basic LANDSAT
instruction, and one 1-hour session the following.week 16 raise questions about the topic:. At the .

final session, a representative of the Alberta Remote Sensing Center at:companied the instructor
to sassier any technical questions.:

.
teachers were to begin a milt on 1.ANDSAT infra-red imagery at the beginning of the

second eck. Prior to this, -they were to survey their pupils' for any kndwledge of LANDSAT
image in pretatioli. Na teachers reported any prior pupil knowledge of C.ANDSAT imagery.

'When the children had completed their, units. theinstructor gave an achievement test and provided
the teacher's with a questionnaire about the in-service instructional system.

All were experienced teachers, buahe faCe to face lecture grip held a slight edge in age .
and experience. The 'numbers' of children-in each grade level are found in Table 1.

I'
Grade 4

Grade 5

. Grade 6 .

Table I '
Number el_ebiltleen'is each grade level

TV- telephone Face to foie .." 'Total
tt Woofs

got p 365) s (r = 353) (N = 7110'

86

1157

122 .

..

.

69

121

163

.1 45

278

2S5

The materials used by the teachers for training and instructional activities were class sets
of rulers,- magnifying glasses, acetate vvers tO protect the LANDSAT imagery,. chhia markers
for writing on the acetates, and offset. duplicated road maps of the Winnipeg, Manitoba region.
Because of the high cost of LANDSAUmagery, teacherswere provided with a published teaching
kill consisting of 45 pages or color I NDSAT imagery in a looseleaf 'binder with background
and tending information. The kit contains 15 Winnipeg snow cover images of December 6, 1975,
path 33, row. 2S ,and 15 Winnipeg vegetation cover images of August 26, 1916 of the same path
and row. The remaining 15 sheets contain images of different areas of the world: some are-cropped
so that tip to three images are on one sheet. All Images are at a scale of 1:1 000 000.

As part of their in-service training, the teachers viewhl two video tapes and received hands-
on instruction with the teaching Kit. One video tape"was the NASA film Remote Possibilitiesgiving
a general introduction to VANDSKT image production and applications. The second vidailaPe
was Eye in the Sky, a specially produced 42-minute teacher education tapediscussing the
pedagogical uses of 1,ANDSAT imagery and showing elementary school age children using them.

The teachers taught their LANE/SAT unit for. approximately three weeks. There was no
required procedure for them to follovi, but the instructor did give the, teachers some general
approaches she had found'successful with her grade three,class. She suggested havingtheghildren
make it LANDSAT folder. making up ditto sheets for class exercises with LANDSAT images,

, orienteering with the road Map and marling locations on the LANDSAT,imagi. Children were
expected to work together in groups df two's and three's since they *could not only help each
other, but be able to discuss what they were jibing. This latter approach had been used in previous
1.ANDSA U research with elementary school childrei14.

of do. ((deo tape moo he (obtained by sending a one how 4idetetapt to Mr. 1)me111114appen. Audity-Viyuai Media
t enter. 1.koht 411 [Ammon'. tlniRenic of Alberta. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada If(i It i5. the +owe oy free kw whoa*,

to.'and Vt1111,:ttOt% %Mud Athena I here a prepaid chargc.of SI5.00 for dhow outside Alberta
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. , Tie. pupils'were tested with an infra-red false color image:of the Calgary, Alberta,' regiog

of July.15, 1974, path 46, row 24. The image was divided into a grid of 25,.numbered boxes.
. The children received a thirteen item multiple choice achievement test. The vocabulary was geared

-to .the.children's level. .Where children were requested to find a-particulaj..itera on the, imake,.
they were to select the numbered box in which the,item appeared. They had a choice of foul'
rms. The following are the achievement test items and the percentage of correct responses fern

eildi of the two groups of children:. ... : ,

. -I

I. Find a city
2. .Find a river f

3. Find clouds '...-
4.. Find ,roads -''

5. Find farmland - -,,,5.
,' 6. Find mountains

- 7. Find a lake ' 4'

8. Find snow
'9. What is the white in Box., 8?

a.. snow . c. clouds
b. water i d. cleared farridand .

10. The.color red on this map means
a. green plans c. hot land

, b. red land' ' d. red plants
1 I. How was this !nap mat$e2

a. by an airplane c. by a satellite
"- b. by an 'astronaut d. by*radar

12. Pick the box that has'a take dr river with
' very clear water -.'

13. Pick thebox that ,has the largest number
of growing plants in it

, ' ,

.

e

-

. - ......

-' .TV-teleitho'ne

85
. 98

90

54
65

.;

63
,

89

96

41

-87

76

Face to Nee

83
98
92
62
b4 .
87
52
65.

58

-..
..

86

94.

32
f

85 I

74

. . .. .

lt is the author's belief that a supctidr procedure for testing rould.have been foltei one
to one orarexaminatiog in which the child points to the specific LANpSAT map feature and"
gives reasons for doing so, or secondly; having each child circle or place an arrow directly on
the image. Given she numbet of pupils. -budget constraints precluded additional salary for one
to one testing or outlay for individual igiagery and salary, for evaluators to examine them. The ..
grid procedure had previously proven to be usablet. for general pupil testing, althotigh it is far
less precise than the aforementioned procedures.

. Thus, since the project mainly concerned the in-service delivery system, the grid procedure.
.was the least time consuming and lowest eir5tkne that would be capable of showing a difference
bitween pupils.

The results of the achievenient test indicate that the TV-telephone delivery system worked.
and the in-service procedures were effective, The results, also confirmed the capabilities of
elementary school age children to work with infra-red false color LANDSAT imagery. However,
the lower average scores by the children on%uestions 4, 5: 7, 8, 9: and 14 merit discussion.

These questions were analysed by examining the frequenclas of the incorrect answers to
determine what the children thought were the correct responses. Thus for question 4, "Find roads".
where the correct selection was a box with an obvious grid of roadkin it, the incorrect responses
a to have been the selection of lxixeiirith meandering% between mountains. The possibility
exists that some of the children may have identified roads following the course of rivers, but this
seems to he a bit too sophisticated for elementary level children, especially when the correct box's
roads were so obvious.
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, . .. .
In question 5, "Find farmland", the incorrect response seemed to be the darkest red box.

Perhaps .this is related to red tieing the color of growing green plats. Some of the children may
Piave been looking for the spectral signature of growing plants.rdthlr.than the land pattern pf
farmland: t he' redder the better. . -^.. .

. .

For question 7, "Find a lake", the next largest number ofvhildren withan incorrect responst
selected a box with a wide sectidn of the Columbia River in it. ThiS' is a clear case of confusion.
of shapes of bodies of water. . 4

"Find snow" was question 8. Heresonfusion occurred between snow, and cloud cover. This
again occurred in question 9, "What is the white in box8?", with the choices being snow, water,
clouds or dear farmland. If that was the case: the cloud shape was ignored in favor of the color.

The answers to questions8 and 9 should be compared to question 3, "Find clouds". For
that item the correct responses of the children averaged 91%, even though Ato of the incorrect
selection boxes-contained pow cover. Perhaps there was little difficulty with question since
the clouds may have been more 'clbuttlike'sto the children, e.g. aiore spread out without distinct
.edges, whereas the clouds in tjuestion 9 were small with distinct edges.

Question 12 was "Pick the box-that has a lake or Over with very clear water". The low average
scores showedt there was difficulty with this. The two most frequently selected wrong boxes
contained b.:idles of water also, so that the possibility exists that there may have been confusion
about the spectral signature of clear water. With hindsight, this could probably hive been double
checked with questions asking the children'for the spectral signature of clear water and sedimented
water. .

One other possibility for an incorrect response for question 12 ay'have been that box,18,
the correct response, was already uged'as a correct response for question 7. Perhapssomet:hildren
may have thought that atox could be selected only one time for a correct answer. However,
this presumption ,may not be valid since a small minqrity selected box 14 as'an incorrect response
to question 12 even thoughit'was iirected as a correct:response for question 2 by 98% of the
students. Previous use of the grid procedure did not indicate thiso be,a problem. -4 one to one
oral examination rather than the written grid image test.could have possibly determined this.

In examining the data fr ?m the children's achievement test, no signifiCance was found between
grade leVels. A significant difference was observed between male and female performance on the
children's achieyement tett as noted in Table 2.

.

Table 2

Male and female differeacrs'ou cfriltivars aAleresueat less

TV- tekipboat pry.
X SO-

1'&iiale 170 , 9.494 2.007

Male 191 10.2457 1.995

" P < 0.00032
(two failed test)

1.

face fsee group

N X SE)

165 9.230 2.188

188 a 9.888 3.

P < 0.0036
(two failed test)

t our chrldren in the IV telephone ittoup.did mu respond to the item of set identification

*ores were higher than the girls' scores.on ,the, achievement test, although not all the sere
differences were significant. With the TV-telephone group the male-female differences were

s ignificant on all grade levels (Table

I'

R.
In each grade level in both the face to face group and the TV-telephone group, the bolt'

146
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.

While this superior male performance cannot be readily explained, it may be consistent with
showing male' superiority on spatial orientation'skills, including map readings. Assuming

the correctness of this. an edwational implication tray be that in teaching females aboin LANDSAT
map;the teacher should preserft the spatial relations cues to them in a very methodical fashion
to facilitate identification. . ' 2

Grade 4
Grade 5
'Grade 6

Grade 4
Grade 5
Grady' 6

,
Table 3

Mate-fenudo differences oallrlditfren. es nehirrensent test by wide Serer

Face to face groins

Female Male

.8.59
, 9.19 0.20 N.S. ;,...

8.59 10.00 .0.00a Significant
'- 9.96 10.13 0.61 N .S. t,

, . .

. TV-telephone veep
Female Witt . P ..

*
. .

8.42 9.4. 0.025 Significant .
%

9.68 10.34 0.038 gignificint
10.05 10.73 ' 9.°4. Significant

The findings of this project for remote sensing education are: .

I. A five hour instruction period with the materials Used in this 'project is sufficient.to trtjn
. .

elementary school teachers to teach their pupils to interpret col& I ,LANDSAT imagery on
an introductory ievel for class 91.

2. There appears to be a small but significant difference favoring males over females ion the
achievement test in this project. .

3. The results of the achievement test confirm previous research indicating elementary school .

pupils are capable of working with LANDSAT color I images.
,

4. Some elementary school pupils appear to emphasize color over pattern or shape in interpreting
color I LAN DSAT'imagery ground truth. Teachers silOuld emphasize that all three color,
pattern, and shape play a role in ground-truth interpretation.

5. Theie appears. to be confusion by some pupils in distinglishing between snow and clouds in
color I LANDSAT imagery. Emphasis must also be placed on differentiating between cloud
and snow cover. However. unless meterological considerations are involved with the instruction,
a more pragmatic procedure might be to point.out cloud cover directly on specific images used

,wiih the childrett. This approach is suggested since LANDSAT images are usually used for
ground-truth instruction rather than meterological purposes, and it may not be worth the time
involved to teach about snow - cloud differences. A further consideration is that we have .no
research on the capabilities of elementary schooki4bildren to make such differentiations, although.
some in this project were able to do so.

6. A grid procedure test map is less precise than one to one oral testing or the %larking-of arrows
or circles to identify features on LANDSAT imagery. s

Suggestions for further research:

What method might be used to teach elementary school children awareness that color
shape play a role in determining ground-truth conditions on LANDSAT color I images)

.Can elementary school children learn to differentiate between snow and cloud cover o
LANDSAT color 1 images? If so. what instruction might be used?

significant difference irimale-female scores have any implic. htions for LANDISAT
image instruction with elementary school children?
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t.ANDSAT images in the elementary school classroom are relatively new..They were probably
not used earlier because of doubts that youngsters could undetstand them, and became teachers
were not familiar with them. But childten can obtain an introductory working knowledge of color
1, and it is not too difficult for teachers to learn to useLANDSATimages. That we live in the

of the space age is noN a cliché, but a very true one. To prepare our children for tomorrow's
we must teach them to use the tools they will need. The map skills demonstrated in this

study. afe ready to be put to use with LANDSAT color t imagery.
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